
WHITE PLAINS LITTLE LEAGUE 
COMPETITIVE DIVISIONS RATINGS PROCESS 

 
An important aspect of the Spring Season is the evaluation and determination of the skills of it's 
competitive baseball players upon it’s completion. These ratings will be used to determine 
Draft Placement for the following Spring Season, Summer Tournament Select Teams, as well as 
Summer Travel Teams. Please take a moment and familiarize yourself with our ratings process. 
This rating system strives to be as accurate and tangible as possible. Below you will find 
detailed explanations of the categories and guidelines. 
 

RATINGS 
 General skill ratings of each player will include consideration of the following skills exhibited 
during the course of the Spring Season. Players will be assigned a rating between 10 and 50 (in 
increments of 5) by each Manager (or Manager and Coaches as a commitee) for each category.  
These ratings are in relation to the Division as whole. All Managers are also required to 
submit a top 10 list of players not on their own team, along with a general overall rating for 
each player on the top 10 list. 
 
Ratings will reflect the following skill levels: 
 

• Fielding – infield and outfield positions, including ability to catch baseball, 
positioning, range and awareness of proper execution in specific situations. 

 50 - Is considered at the top of the league in cleanly fielding grounders, short 
hops, and catching fly balls either stationary or on the run. 

 40 - Top tier fielder. Aggressively pursues ball and may make an occasional 
error or dropped ball. 

 30 - Considered average fielding for both grounders & catching fly balls. 
 20 - Considered below average. Will usually get glove on ball to knock it down, 

does not aggressively attack ball. 
 10 - Requiring significant development and growth 

 
• Throwing – from infield and outfield positions, including ability to accurately reach 

intended basemen across the infield or cutoff men from the outfield. 
 50 - Is considered at the top of the league in terms of arm strength and 

accuracy. Excellent mechanics - Throws w/ authority (e.g. 3rd to 1st 
w/strength & accuracy) 

 40 - Is considered to have a top tier arm, Good mechanics & athletisim, 
accuracy not as consistent as the above 

 30 - Considered average thrower in the league, Mechanics & arm strength 
average  

 20 - Considered below average in arm strength, Mechanics need some 
development 

 10 - Requiring significant development and growth 
 
• Hitting - including bunting and the ability to hit pitchers as they change speed. 

Ability to hit for power while maintaining a high on base percentage. Ability to hit 
to all fields. 

 50 - Is considered at the top of the league in terms of batting skill. Excellent 
mechanics, hand/eye coordination, judgement on balls & strikes -Hits w/ 
authority. Strikeouts occur against top tier pitchers. 

 40 - Is considered a upper tier hitter, Good mechanics, hand/eye coordination 
and ball/strike judgement – strikeouts occur against top tier pitchers and when 
chasing balls out of the strike zone, consistently makes good ball contact. 
Usually bats in the top ½ of the team’s lineup. 

 30 - Considered average hitter in the league, Mechanics & hand/eye 
coordination -occasional strike-out: generally a single and doubles hitter 

 20 - Considered below average hitter in the league, Mechanics need some 
development -strikes-out often but with aggressive attitude at the plate 

 10 - Requiring significant development and growth 



 
• Speed - Ability to steal bases, most important being home. Regularly stretches 

singles into doubles. This Player would be the first player off the bench if you 
needed a pinch runner. (rated on a scale of 10 to 50)  

 50 - Is considered in the top 1/3 of the Division player pool this year – Fastest 
player in the league, beats out bunts and steals bases at will. 

 30 - Is considered in the middle 1/3 of all players in the Division - Average 
speed, not know for SB’s, but can leg out a double. Good base running insticts 

 10 - Is considered in the bottom 1/3 of all players in the Division – limited base 
runing instincts, 

 
Pitching skill ratings – will include consideration of the following pitching specific skills: 

• Control  – including ability to throw strikes and hit different targets around the plate 
• Velocity   – overall speed and demonstrated ability to change speed  
• Game Management – Ability to control the pace of the game, including one’s emotion. 

 
Pitchers will be rated in each skill category on a 10 to 50 scale.  
 
Catching skill ratings – will include consideration of the following catching specific skills: 

• Ability to catch, block pitches, accuracy of throw to bases as well as the time required 
to catch, stand up and deliver throws to all bases. 

• Ability to take charge of the field (including pitch selection where applicable by 
division) and “direct traffic”. 

• Ability to maintain a good target for his pitchers. 
 
Catchers will also be rated on overall skill on a 10 to 50 scale. 
 
Attitude Rating – This rating reflects the players commitment level and disposition on and off 
the field. A rating of 50 indicates total commitment (attendance, concentration), always 
willing to play anywhere on the field, and an ability to display leadership qualities. Player 
displays good sportsmanship when winning or losing. All players start at a 50 and are 
downgraded accordingly based on what is observed by the Manager. 
 
 
These ratings will be finalized at the Divisional Ratings meeting to be held at the end of May. 


